THE IACR FELLOWS PROGRAM
THE FELLOWS PROGRAM

- Every year, the IACR selects a few of its **model citizens** to be IACR Fellows
- IACR Fellows serve as distinguished colleagues of the IACR
- Following their accomplishments and their service to the IACR

- More information in [https://iacr.org/fellows/](https://iacr.org/fellows/)
- And in leaflets available in the entrance and the registration desk
NEW NOMINATION DEADLINE

- Nomination deadline for 2019: November 15th, 2018
- (not end of December)
- To let the committee extra time to discuss and make earlier decisions
TWO BROAD CRITERIA

- Exceptional service to the IACR
- Exceptional academic accomplishments

- Both required, except for rare super-exceptional cases

- (nominators and endorsers are kindly asked to address both criteria in their forms/endorsements)
The committee’s goal is to select the most worthy candidates

But it can only select the most worthy of the nominees

Thus, your job is to nominate the most worthy IACR members

Diversity of nominees:

All research sub-areas
From all continents
All genders (yes, also females)
All hair colors (with emphasis on red-haired fellows:—)
And most importantly, the most worthy in both criteria
BE PATIENT

- We have many more nominations every year than we can elevate to fellows
  - Typically about 12

- Rules for number of new fellows every year
  - On average 0.25% of the IACR members = about 4
    - Max 0.5% = at most 7

- So even worthy nominees can wait a few years
NEW NOMINATION DEADLINE

- Nomination deadline for 2019: **November 15th, 2018**
  - (not end of December)

- To let the committee extra time to discuss and make earlier decisions

- More information in [https://iacr.org/fellows/](https://iacr.org/fellows/)

Thank you!
THANK YOU!